
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
  MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Manawatu Racing Club Date: Saturday 14th June 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy (11) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); N Goodwin; and B Bateup.  
Typist: P Penketh 

  GENERAL:  
 

 

  SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

  SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  MISTER DEEJAY; SHE’S SLINKY; PRESTIGIOSA; INDIKATOR; RAISAFUASHO; TIM; DUBAI BELLE; 

THORN PRINCE; RED KING 
Suspensions: Race  8 J Parkes (THORN PRINCE)  

[Rule 638 (1) (d)] –Careless riding - Suspended 21st -25th June 2014 (Inclusive)  
– 4 days 
 

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  2 K Zimmerman  
[Rule 616 (3)] - presented NGAWINI without blinkers – Fined $50.00 

Warnings: Race  3 C Singer -  shifting ground when not clear 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  2 
6 
              

JOJO – racing manners 
NO QUOTA – respiratory distress – veterinary clearance required 

Medical Certificates:                          
 

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
 
  RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 JAMES HARDIE / PASLODE MAIDEN STEEPLECHASE  

GENEROUS TYPE refused to move away from the open start and swung around dislodging Apprentice E Farr who after 
remounting the gelding, began the race approximately 300 metres behind the field. Connections advised that GENEROUS 
TYPE, in the immediate future, would be restricted to jumping races where starting gates were utilized.  
MISTER DEEJAY (M Cropp) put in a poor leap at the fence near the 3000 metres and lost ground. 
AUTHENTIC (D Miller) misjudged the fence near the 2100 metres and blundered on landing, unbalancing the rider. 
IMA DANCER (S Phelan) jumped the fence near the 600 metres awkwardly and was retired from the event shortly after. 
MISTER DEEJAY ran down the second last and last fences 
GENEROUS TYPE was pulled up near the 1600 metres when out of contention. 

Race 2 ASCEND SALES TROPHIES HANDICAP 

DESERDT VIEW (Te Baker) began awkwardly. 
JOJO (D Turner) got its head up and hung out when being restrained near the 900 metres and then ran wide passing the 
500 metres losing ground.  Trainer A Clement was advised that a warning had been placed on the gelding’s racing manners.  
Mrs Clement advised that a gear change would be effected in attempt to remedy the gelding’s hanging tendencies. 



 

 

PASSING PARADE (V Johnston)  shifted in under pressure over the final stages resulting in TALK THE TORQUE (J Shackleton) 
having to be steadied near the 100 metres. 

Race 3 TASMAN INSULTATION / SENCO NZ MAIDEN HURDLE 

WEE BISKIT (M McNelis) and  APPLAUD (R Cully) got back at the  start. 
STUERTZER (T Harris) raced keenly in the early and middle stages before being allowed to stride forward to the lead passing 
the 1300 metres. 
WILBUR (M Gillies) hit the fence approaching the 1000 metres. 
ATHENRY (M Cropp) was crowded and had to steady near the 800 metres when awkwardly placed inside the heels of DAN 
DINERO (A Kuru) which lay in. 
ANYTHING GOES (S Fannin) hit the fence near the 600 metres and blundered on landing losing ground. 

ADIDAZLER (J Riddell) was retired from the event prior to the fence at the 600 metres when not in contention. 
APPLAUD was retired from the event passing the 500 metres when well back. 
THE LAST AL (C Singer) was taken wider and retired prior to the second last fence, however when doing so THE LAST 
AL dictated DAN DINERO wider resulting in this runner losing ground. C Singer was issued with a warning and advised 
that when in similar circumstances he needs to show greater awareness.  
WILBUR landed awkwardly after jumping the second last fence. 
DAN DINERO was retired prior to jumping the last fence when well back. 
T Harris (STUERTZER) dropped his whip after the final fence. 
Race 4 MANAWATU ITM AWAPUNI HURDLES 

BIG BROWNIE (S Phelan) was slow away. 
RIOCH (M Gillies) over-raced so was taken forward in the early stages to lead. 
ISTIMAGIC hit both the first fence and second fence in the home straight on the first round dislodging the panels. 
THATZ DAVID (G Walsh) hit the first fence in the back straight. 
BRER (D Miller) hit the fence near 1100 metres  
PLATINUM CHOICE (J Riddell) had to be angled outward to avoid the tiring RIOCH near the 700 metres. 
ISTIMAGIC (T Harris) was retired from the event prior to the second last fence. 

Race 5 NELSON PINE INDUSTRIES HANDICAP 

LADY’O (A Taylor) was tightened shortly after the start and settled back. 
The saddle on JACKSUN (N Teeluck) shifted forward prior to entering the back straight with the towel from the saddle 
being dislodged in consequence. With Apprentice N Teeluck being placed at a considerable disadvantage for the remainder 
of the event.  
COLJOY (H Tinsley) raced three-wide without cover throughout 
SUNDAY’S NEWS (U Holmquist) race wide throughout. 
J Riddell, the rider of ANOTHER BACHELOR and J Parkes the rider of GOLDEN PENNY which both finished well back could 
offer no excuses for the performance of their respective mounts. 

Race 6 L J HOOKER MANAWATU STEEPLECHASE 

M   McNelis (ELECTRICLITE) lost the use of an iron for a short distance after jumping the final fence in the back straight on 
the first occasion. 
NO QUOTA (C Singer) lost contact with the field in the home straight after one circuit with the gelding being withdrawn 
from the race shortly after. When questioned rider C Singer reported that he considered there to be something amiss with 
the action of NO QUOTA.  Stewards ordered a veterinary examination of NO QUOTA which revealed signs of respiratory 
distress.  Trainer P Nelson was advised that a veterinary clearance would be required before the gelding next races. 
ELECTRICLITE bumped heavily with PALEMO (M Gillies) on landing over the final fence in the home straight on the second 
round.  
VOLKSWAGIN (M Cropp) hit the fence near the 1800 metres and lost momentum. 
TOBOUGGIE NIGHTS (C Perret) landed awkwardly after jumping the fence near the 1800 metres and dislodged rider C 
Perret who was not injured. 
ERIC THE VIKING misjudged the fence near the 1100 metres and lost ground. 
VOLKSWAGIN was retired near the 600 metres when well back. 
PALEMO ran down the second last fence. 

AMANOODLAD (R Cully) ran down the second last fence and in doing so badly hampered MR ALIGN (M Mitchell). 
A post-race veterinary examination of AMANOOD LAD revealed a slow post-race recovery rate. 
MR MOR received post-race veterinary attention for a laceration to the near hind leg. 
Race 7 WINSTONE WALLBOARDS HANDICAP 

SEA EAGLE (D Walker) and SUPERTURF (R Myers) got back in the early stages. 
NGARIO (J Parkes) shifted in abruptly near the 300 metres when struck with the whip brushing briefly with DUBAI BELLE (M 
Dee)  
When questioned on the run of INTRANSIGENT, rider D Walsh could offer no excuses. 



 

 

When questioned into the improved performance of DUBAI BELLE, trainer T Bambry said that, in his opinion, the track at 
the mare’s previous start (Trentham) had been detrimental to her chances whereas todays surface coupled with a step up 
in distance had benefitted her chances today. 

Race 8 COURTESY FORD HANDICAP 

I AM SAM (K Chiong) shifted out on jumping crowding THORN PRINCE (J Parkes) and ANNIESSTAR (R Myers) which lost 
several lengths. 
DANZA LAD (B Grylls) raced ungenerously having to be restrained of heels for some distance. 
THORN PRINCE (J Parkes) shifted out under urging near the 300 metres crowding ST RANSOM out onto the I AM SAM with 
ST RANSOM being tightened and compelled to shift ground inward to continue its finishing run.  J Parkes admitted a 
resultant charge of careless riding under Rule 638 (1) (d) and after consideration the Judicial Committee suspended J Parkes 
licence to ride in races from the close of racing on Friday 20 June 2014 until the close of racing on Wednesday 25 June 2014 
(4 days). 
Following the race trainer G Vile (ST RANSOM), placed third, viewed video footage of the home straight with respect to 
lodging a protest against first placed THORN PRINCE however he elected not to proceed. 

Race 9 IPL PLYWOOD /EURO CORPORATION STEEL HANDICAP 

BY THE POWERS (D Walker) and DIAMOND FLUSH (J Parkes) and DANCE IN THE PARK (M Dee) were all slow away. 
PERRY MASON (D Walsh) raced greenly in the early stages and near the 1000 metres and shifted out and away from SHARE 
THE BLAME (B Lammas) severely crowded POWELKA (B Murray) which lost ground.  D Walsh reported that PERRY MASON 
which ran last was unsuited to the heavy track and recommended to the connections that the gelding be spelled. 
T Kahlon (ALL GINGA) was reminded of her obligations with regard to whip use on a horse out of contention. 

 


